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ABOUT US

India’s hassle-free and exceptional car 
rental services.

THE ONE YOU CAN TRUST

Welcome to Cars 24/7, your trusted partner in hassle-free and exceptional car 
rental services. 

At Cars 24/7, we believe that every journey deserves to be remarkable, and 
that's why we are committed to providing you with top-notch vehicles and 
unparalleled customer service.

Our mission is to redefine your travel experience by offering a diverse fleet of 
well-maintained, reliable, and comfortable vehicles that cater to your unique 
needs. Whether you're embarking on a corporate employee ground transport, 
a business trip, a family vacation, or simply need a ride, we have the perfect 
vehicle for you.

We are dedicated to exceeding your expectations and ensuring your safety and 
comfort on the road. With a commitment to excellence, integrity, and 
personalized service, Cars 24/7 is your reliable partner for all your travel needs.

Let's embark on a memorable journey together!

OUR MISSION

OUR COMMITMENT

www.cars247.in
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We offer customers a wide range of commercial cars 
and luxury cars for any occasion.
Discover unparalleled car rental experiences with Cars 24/7, your go-to destination for hassle-free and exceptional services. 
We're more than just a rental service – we're your trusted partner in crafting remarkable journeys. At Cars 24/7, we believe 
every adventure deserves excellence. 

Explore our fleet of top-notch vehicles and experience unparalleled customer service that sets us apart. Welcome to a 
world where every journey is truly exceptional.
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500+
ACTIVE FLEET

We are proud to offer one of the largest and most diverse taxi fleets in the region. With 

over 500+ active taxis at your service, we're not just a transportation company; we're your 

trusted partner for all your travel needs.

At Cars 24/7, "We Provide A Professional Taxi Service" isn't 
just a statement; it's a promise to our valued passengers.

"Experience the Difference, Book with Us Today."

We Provide Professional Fleet 
Service.

★ Reliable and Punctual

★ Trained and Courteous Drivers

★ Clean and Well-Maintained Vehicles

★ 24/7 Availability

★ Competitive Pricing

★ Safe and Convenient Transportation

★ Quality Assurance

At Cars 24/7, "We Provide A Professional Taxi Service" isn't just 
a statement; it's a promise to our valued passengers.
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We offer 
customers a wide 
range of 
Commercial Cars 
and Luxury Cars 
for any occasion.

Discover the 
simplicity of 
Stress-Free Travel
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Choose Cars 24/7, to elevate your transportation experience. We are more than just a 
ride, we are your partner in comfortable, safe, and reliable transportation.

Providing A High Standard Of Transport Service.

Discover a world of convenience, safety, and customization, paving the way for 
unforgettable adventures, and seamless mobility solutions.

OUR FEATURES
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Why You Should Choose Us?
Quality Fleet: We take pride in our meticulously maintained fleet of 
vehicles, ranging from economy cars to luxury SUVs. Each vehicle is 
thoroughly inspected to ensure safety and comfort.

Technology-Driven Services: We are partnered with multiple 
technology platform like MoveN Sync, Route Matic and multiple 
other technology service providers across India. We value your time 
and strive to make the process seamless and stress-free.

Customer-Centric Approach: Your satisfaction is our priority. Our 
friendly and knowledgeable team is here to assist you every step of 
the way, from selecting the right vehicle to providing travel tips.

Affordability: We believe in transparent pricing and competitive rates. 
Our flexible rental options are designed to fit your budget without 
compromising on quality.

Local Expertise: As a local car rental company, we know the ins and outs 
of the area. Count on us to provide you with insider knowledge and 
recommendations to make the most of your journey.

Empowering Community Mobility:
we take pride in being more than just a transportation provider. We're 
an integral part of the community, dedicated to ensuring that you have a 
trusted means of getting where you need to go, whenever you need it.
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Hybrid and Electric Cars:
Environmentally friendly options
Better fuel efficiency or zero-emission driving
Increasingly available in rental fleets

Economy Cars:
Compact and fuel-efficient
Affordable rental rates
Suitable for city driving and short trips

Mid-Size Cars:
More space and comfort than economy cars
Good for small families or groups
Balanced fuel efficiency and performance

Full-Size Cars:
Larger than midsize cars
More passenger and cargo space
Comfortable for longer drives

SUVs (Sports Utility Vehicles):
Various sizes, from compact to full-size
Increased seating capacity and cargo space
Suitable for road trips and outdoor activities

Minivans:
Spacious and versatile
Ideal for larger groups or families
Sliding doors for easy access

TYPES OF VEHICLES

Crossover SUVs:
Combines elements of SUVs and sedans
Popular for their versatility and style

Exotic Cars:
Ultra-luxurious and high-performance vehicles
Rented for special events and experiences

Convertibles:
Roof can be folded down for an open-air driving experience
Stylish and fun, often rented for leisure trips

Luxury Coaches / Bus :
For Outstation / Intercity Travel 
10-40 Seater 

Specialty Vehicles:
Off-road vehicles (Jeeps, SUVs)
Luxury SUVs and crossovers
High-capacity passenger vans

Compact Cars:
Smaller than economy cars
Extremely fuel-efficient and easy to maneuver
Ideal for urban driving

Luxury Cars:
High-end vehicles with premium features
Enhanced comfort and performance
Sophisticated design and advanced technology

Sports Cars:
High-performance vehicles
Sleek design and powerful engines
Popular for enthusiasts and special occasions
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We Make Your Ride Comfortable And Easy.
At Cars 24/7, we take great pride in our commitment to making your journey not 

just a ride but an experience. When we say "We Make Your Ride Comfortable And 

Easy," we mean:

★ Comfortable Vehicles

★ Easy Booking Process

★ Punctuality and Reliability

★ Safety First

★ Transparent Pricing

★ Convenient Pick-up and Drop-off

24/7 Available
With us, your journey commences when it suits you. 

Experience the freedom of transportation services that respect 

your schedule and provide reliable support 24/7.
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Address : #21, 1st Floor, 1st Main, 7th Cross, Dollars (HIG) Colony, 

RMV 2nd Stage, Bengaluru - 560094

Contact : +91 9709 247 365 | 080 - 2341 2212

Support : info@cars247.in | cars247in@gmail.com 

Accounts : acc@cars247.in | cars247blr@gmail.com 

Website : www.cars247.in

Instagram : https://www.instagram.com/cars247_india/

LinkedIn : https://www.linkedin.com/company/cars-247/

THANK YOU
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